AGEID: a database of aging genes and interventions.
The aging genes/interventions database (AGEID) is a database of experimental results related to aging. AGEID is available as part of the science of aging knowledge environment on the World Wide Web at http://sageke.sciencemag.org/cgi/genesdb. The goal of AGEID is to catalog, in one location, every published experiment where life span has been measured in any organism. AGEID also includes information on genes that influence the incidence of age-associated disorders such as Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease. AGEID gene/intervention reports are formatted pages containing the organism and strain background in which the particular experiment was performed, the type of genetic or environmental perturbation, the effect on life span, a description of the gene function and its role in longevity, protein homologs, and references. The use of this database by researchers who study aging should facilitate easy comparison of the genes and interventions that affect life span in different organisms.